The 
Introduction
The maximum clique problem was proved to be a NP-complete problem by Karp (1972) [3] ; thus there are many meta-heuristic algorithms, to which ant algorithms belong, for this problem. Ant algorithms are quite suitable for combinatorial optimisation problems [1] . The first ant algorithm for the maximum clique problem was presented by Rizzo (2003) [4] , the second by Fenet and Solnon (2003) [2] , afterwards improved and discussed by Xinshun et al. (2007) [6] . A distributed version of the ant algorithm was formulated by Bui and Rizzo (2004) [7] . This paper shows a new ant algorithm, in which a new dynamic heuristic pattern is used.
The Maximum Clique Problem in a special kind of graph
Let G = (V, E) be a graph with a set V of vertices and a set E of edges. A clique C is a subset of set V in which each pair of vertices (v i , v j ) are linked by an edge e ij . A maximal clique is a clique not included in another clique. The size of clique C is equal to the number of vertices in subset C. The maximum clique is the maximal clique with the greatest number of vertices. Vertex degree d i is the number of edges adjacent to vertex i. A graph with a nearly equal degree for all vertices is a graph in which almost all vertices have the equal
Such a graph is shown in Fig. 2.1 .
The maximum clique problem is an NP-complete problem; hence there are many elaborated meta algorithms for this problem. Vertex degree is the main information used by all meta-heuristic algorithms. In the creation of a maximum clique, a vertex is selected in dependency of all vertex degrees. The order in which these selected vertices are included in the maximum clique C is a very important factor, on which the size of the maximal clique depends. When there are many vertices with equal or nearly equal vertex degrees, there is no useful information for vertex selection and the order in which vertices are included in the maximum clique is not correct. The selection probability formula in ant algorithms includes vertex degrees as useful information, but it is very difficult for ants to make their selection in the correct order, hence they have some difficulty finding the maximum clique in a graph with nearly the same vertex degree for all vertices. Since ants make their vertex selection in dependency of the probability formula they cannot ensure that this is the right order for obtaining the maximum clique. If the probability formula enabled better selection of vertices, then the obtained maximal clique would be closer to the maximum clique. It is therefore very important for the probability formula to enable improved distinction between vertices and improved selection of the one vertex which is the most appropriate in order to ensure the correct selection order for creation of the maximum clique. The probability formula enables ants to better distinguish vertices when the information it gives is more precise. 
The Ant Method
Ants search for the best solution to encountered problems. In order to find this solution, ants communicate among themselves by means of a pheromone t. At the beginning of the General Ant Algorithm, which is presented as algorithm 1, a maximal quantity of pheromone is deposited t(i) = t max on all elements i Î M. The set M is the set of elements i which can constitute a solution to the given optimisation problem. In the case of the Sudoku problem, set M is the set of all pairs: digit and position. The General Ant Algorithm consists of two main loops, the first connected with the number of cycles, the second with the number of ants. In each repetition of the first loop, all repetitions of the second loop have to be performed. The best solution S b found by all ants in one cycle is compared to the best solution S best found by ants in the previous cycle. In each cycle an evaporation mechanism is also used: some of the pheromone evaporates at rate r from all elements i Î M. In each cycle an additional quantity of pheromone dt is also deposited on those elements i which constitute solution S b . When all loops have been done, the best solution is obtained. At the beginning of each inner loop, a starting point is prepared for each ant. From this starting point each ant begins to create a solution to the optimisation problem and then while in the loop each ant selects a next element j with probability p(j) and adds it to the solution set S. The probability p(j) can be expressed by the formula
where t j is the quantity of pheromone deposited on element j, (1£j£max); max is the maximum number of available elements from which the selection can be made; and n j is a heuristic, that is, the desirability of including element j in the solution set S.
This selection can be made only from set A, i.e. from those elements i which are available and which can constitute, at this moment of algorithm use, a solution to the optimisation problem. When an element is added to the solution set S, not all elements from set A still satisfy constraints; thus, from the previous set A, a new set A is created by including in this new set A only those elements from the previous set A which satisfy constraints. In the case of the maximal clique problem, when vertex i is included in set S, since this vertex i is not connected with some vertices from set A, set A should be updated so that all vertices not connected with vertex i are removed from set A. Set A should contain only vertices which can be included in solution set S in the future; only these vertices are available for selection.
The Proposed Ant Algorithm
The structure of the proposed algorithm is the same as the structure of the ant algorithm developed by Fenet and Solnon, but there is a slight difference between them, since in the proposed ant algorithm there is a desirability function n which does not occur in the Fenet and Solnon algorithm.
A l g o r i t h m 1 . T h e G e n e r a l A n t A l g o r i t h m
for all i Î M: t(i) = t max for all cycles for all ants make a starting point while (a solution S is not completed) do check which elements are available to be selected, add them to set A select the next element from set A with probability p(j) add a selected element to S save in S b the best solution which has been found by all ants in a cycle if S b is better than S best then save S b as S best : S best = S b for all i:
t(i) = t(i) + r* t dt = f (S b ) if i Î S b then t[i]= t(i) + dt return S best

A l g o r i t h m 2 . F e n e t a n d S o l n o n A n t A l g o r i t h m .
Choose randomly a first vertex
The Fenet and Solnon algorithm was improved by Xinshun et al., who proposed an improved formula for selection probability. This pattern is expressed as follows: EdgesNum is a number of edges. d ij =1 when e ij Î E else d ij =0. D vi is not constant and varies during algorithm operation in accordance with the contents of set A. The factor a is set equal to 3. The pheromone updating method used in the new ant algorithm is the same as in the Fenet and Solnon algorithm. This new proposed algorithm with the new probability formula for vertex selection will henceforth be called the New Ant Colony Optimisation Algorithm (NACO).
Results of Experiments
The first experiment concerns average maximum clique size obtained using the New Ant Algorithm and the Improved Ant Algorithm for different values of graph density q {0.962, 0.966, 0.97, 0.974, 0.978, 0.982, 0.986, 0.99, 0.994, 0.998}. Tests were conducted for graphs for a number of vertices equal to n={250, 500}, for a number of cycles equal to lc=200, for a number of ants equal to lm=30 and for an evaporation rate equal to 0.997. Average maximum clique size from 100 measurements and differences in these average maximum clique sizes are shown in Table 5 .1 and in Fig. 5.1 for a graph with a number of vertices equal to 500. The following experiments were conducted for a constant number of vertices equal to n=250, for a constant graph density equal to q=0.978, and for all other parameters, which varied, including an evaporation rate r, for a number of ants lm and for a number of cycles lc. The results of these experiments: average maximum clique sizes obtained through 100 measurements and differences in these average maximum clique sizes, obtained by using the IACO and NACO algorithms, are shown in Tables 5.2 
Conclusion
Experiments have shown that the NACO algorithm exhibits permanent superiority over the IACO algorithm for graphs with nearly equal degrees of vertices as regards the size of the maximum clique. In the NACO algorithm the selection probability formula possesses a classical form with a desirability pattern, without a cooling formula as in the IACO algorithm. 
